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Listening and acting

Foreword
Welcome to our Customer Impact Report, detailing some of the ways we put customers at

the heart of everything we do. From local involvement with our customer-facing colleagues and the
formal meetings of our Customer Council to volunteering and legacy funding, this report covers how
customers and colleagues are working together to make a difference at our locations and in the wider
community.
Our passion at Anchor is giving older people a choice of great places and ways to live. We do this
by treating our colleagues and customers as individuals and by building meaningful, long-term
relationships based on happiness, openness and respect.
The Involving You structure is all about listening and acting on what customers tell us to continually
improve and ensure we’re delivering the services our customers want, both now and in the future.
It’s this approach that’s helped us reach our 50th anniversary and will ensure our services continue to
evolve into the future.
This report looks at the different ways customers have been involved over the past year and
importantly, what has changed as a result.
Each activity has been assessed to see what impact it has had on our services,
and whether it provided value for money. In other words, has involvement
changed the way our services are provided for the better?

Jane Ashcroft CBE
Chief Executive

A word from our Customer Council chair
“I am thrilled to be introducing Anchor’s first Customer Impact Report. It showcases the invaluable
work customers have been involved with during the past 12 months and how this work is improving
lives.
“It’s been a year of firsts since we launched the new Involving You model and in my opinion it has
only strengthened our customer engagement and the way we involve our customers in improving and
shaping Anchor services.
“I am excited to see more scrutiny work from the new topic forums in the next 12 months and hope
that as a Customer Council we can work alongside them to support and advise where needed.
“I have been keen that under my leadership the new Customer Council represents the customers’
voice and plays an integral part in the development of products and services.
“Over the past year I have found it a very rewarding experience to chair
the council. Not only has it been an opportunity to gain an overview of
how Anchor works but it has been a pleasure to be more involved and, of
course, to meet new people.
“I would like to wish the new Chair the best of luck and hope they enjoy
the experience as much as I have.”

Derek Walker
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The journey so far...
Involving customers to improve our services has always been at the heart of decision-making at
Anchor.
In 2016, following feedback from our customers, we embarked on a journey to refresh our
engagement structure with the aim of making it accessible to more people across our 1,000 locations
and easier for everyone to be involved.
In March 2016, we took our initial ideas to the Customer Services Committee (CSC), a group of
customers that made up our most formal involvement group at that time. Over the following months
we surveyed customers to get their feedback about what they felt worked well and areas where we
could improve.
In July 2016, these results were presented back to our CSC and the team set about designing a new
model.
It was publicised in Anchor Living, our customer newsletter, in September 2016 and by February
2017 our tenants and leaseholders were able to vote for their preferred Customer Council members.
Our Topic forums were set up in spring 2017 and met twice during the year.
All of the new groups have already completed really impactful work, even this early on, and we’re
thrilled to have been shortlisted for a TPAS Excellence in Engagement in Supported Housing Award.
We’re really looking forward to working with all the groups in 2018.
In our care homes we introduced structured quarterly meetings for residents and their relatives,
focussing on key themes of care, wellbeing & activities, building & environment and food.
We also launched a new small grants fund as part of our customer-led legacy panel in November
2017. Customers and colleagues can bid for up to £500 and we have seen some great projects
being carried out at locations, such as garden planters, with a quicker turnaround than was previously
possible.
Awareness of involvement mechanisms
We recently surveyed customers again and were pleased to see an increase in awareness of both
the Topic Forums and the Customer Council compared to the previous formal structure of Regional
Forums and CSC.
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Involvement that suits you
We encourage all of our tenants and leaseholders to join the Customer Panel as feedback is essential in
helping ensure we are always improving our performance and customer services.
We have more than 500 people on our Customer Panel. This mechanism is really popular as customers are
able to give feedback at a time that’s convenient to them. The feedback we generate from the panel can be
in the form of a survey, email or phone call, or by attending an occasional meeting with other customers and
Anchor representatives.
We redesigned our customer newsletter to a more cost-effective A5 publication. The panel were asked
for their thoughts on the new format. The responses were overwhelmingly positive, with 74% saying they
preferred the new style. Nearly 85% told us they found the publication useful and over half said they read it
from cover to cover.
Their feedback around possible content and the use of contrasting text and background colours will be
used to plan future editions and make sure the newsletter continues to be accessible and relevant.
The panel has also fed back on a number of new policies and procedures, including the frequency of
customer account statements.
Our involved customers judge our Happy Living Awards (see page 14) and our colleague Valuing You
awards too. These monthly awards recognise colleagues who have gone the extra mile to provide happy
living for those who live with us.
Coming up next...
Following a successful bid to insurers Aviva, we have £50,000 to spend on a digital inclusion project.
Involved customers will play an integral part in shaping our digital strategy throughout 2018/19. Our
involvement team will be working with our colleague volunteers and volunteers from Aviva to provide tablets
that customers can use to help them find out more about benefits they are entitled to, whilst learning about
digital inclusion and how it could enhance their lives.
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“What do I get out of what I do? It makes me feel good that I am helping the current residents have a
better independent living experience and I hope it helps future residents to have a good life living with
Anchor.
“I have a view that there is no point in standing around saying “if only Anchor would do
this or that”. Now within the group I work with, I am able to put forward suggestions and
ideas of my own and other’s and see how we can help present and future residents enjoy
retirement within the Anchor environment. It means that I get a chance to help people
enjoy retirement living.”

Rodney Webb
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Topic Forum member

“In East Sussex we have definitely benefited from having a Customer Council member at one of
our locations. Marie regularly attends our monthly coffee mornings and we include items that she
discusses in the monthly newsletter. We share email addresses and communicate this way too. We
now have a lot of customers who are more aware of the Customer Council and the purpose and
benefits of having this in place.
“Marie will contact us for information on processes etc. and it is really good for us and our customers
to have someone who is so interested in this. She has been able to feedback directly to them
regarding issues they have raised. We share the meeting minutes on the noticeboards and also email
them to those who request this.”

Shirley Duker
Team Manager, Redman King House, Eastbourne

“Not originating from the North East or having any family or friends in the area, my scheme manager
suggested I got involved with the Customer Panel, which I could do from my home, and the Regional
Forums, where I would go to different schemes for meetings, to discuss items important to us all
living in Anchor. I would also meet other people outside my scheme in this way. These origins led to
me becoming further involved, as a member of Anchor’s LGBT Advisory Group and now a Customer
Council member.
“An advantage of being involved is that you have a say in the way you want to live, how your money
is best spent and how well Anchor deliver their service. I would encourage everyone to become
involved whether on the Customer Panel or a Topic Forum, as our opinion matters.
Anchor does listen and we can ensure that everyone is doing their best to provide a good
customer service experience and value for our money.”

Susan Haywood

Customer Council member
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At the heart of decision-making
Our Customer Council acts as a voice for our diverse customers. The group is made up of six elected
members and the chairs of the Topic Forums. The council has an active role in decision making to:
Help shape service standards and service delivery
Drive continuous improvement in Anchor services
Scrutinise the performance of the organisation
Determine the number of Topic Forums and review feedback from each group
Our current Topic Forums are working in the following areas:
• Anchorcall
• Technology, communication and information
• Finance
• Leasehold
• Property
• Equality, diversity and inclusion
This year the Customer Council in partnership with the Topic Forums have had an impact in the following
areas:

Finance

Leasehold

This forum has reviewed location
budget packs for rented and leasehold
customers. Their recommendations
have made the content and layout
easier to read and understand.

They have carried out a review of leasehold
complaints to help us improve our service.

Members approved guidance about
funding opportunities available to
customers, such as lottery funding, and
this was promoted in Anchor Living,
our customer newsletter.
Coming up next…
The group will look at business
efficiency and utility procurement.

We sought feedback from members regarding
satisfaction surveys. They said surveys should be
sent less frequently and also approved the use of
telephone surveys in more instances. Both these
ideas have been implemented.
Coming up next…
The group will look at the information new customers
are provided about purchasing a leasehold/freehold
property and make recommendations on how we
can improve it, so new customers have a better
understanding of what they are purchasing.

Who’s who
Our Customer Council members pictured left to right: Derek Walker. John Farrell, Susan Haywood, Marie Hen
Hassell, Howard Fox
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Equality, diversity and inclusion

Technology, communication and information

Members suggested improvements
to the ‘moving in’ process to ensure
those with disabilities are better
supported. This means if someone
has sight impairment, it is logged and
all subsequent documentation is sent
in large print.

The group volunteered to test the updated version
of MyAccount (the system where customers
interact with Anchor online) and fed back on ease
of use, reliability and functionality. Their testing
meant potential issues were identified early on
and fixed before MyAccount went live.

As a direct result of feedback from
the group, we’ve worked with
colleagues to make sure they know
what support is available for those
whose first language isn’t English. This
includes promoting a ‘talent bank’ of
colleagues who speak more than one
language.
Coming up next…
This forum will look at how we address
anti-social behaviour.

This forum gave a customer perspective on the
trial of iPads and Samsung tablets by location
managers and other Anchor colleagues as part of
the aim to enhance our service.
Some members attended a workshop to review
Anchor’s new website, ensuring customer
feedback informed the new design.
Coming up next…
This forum will help develop guidance to keep
customers safe while online, particularly while
using communal computers.

Anchorcall

Property

This forum has been working with
the Anchorcall management team to
reduce the number of non-emergency
calls. Following feedback, leaflets were
sent to all customers to remind them
of the correct repairs process. The
forum also asked for the ‘out of hours’
posters for location managers to be
reworded to ensure Anchorcall are only
contacted in an emergency.

In many locations we offer regular repairs days
to ensure routine repairs are dealt with in a
cost-effective manner. Members suggested not
everyone was aware of these so we worked
with colleagues to ensure they were sharing the
correct information with their customers.
The forum helped establish a Property Reading
Panel, which will review any property-related
documents to ensure they’re easy to understand.

As a result non-emergency calls
dropped by over 6,000 in five months.

They have also reviewed laminate flooring
guidance to make sure it’s user-friendly following
a rise in popularity of hard flooring.

Coming up next…
The group will look at promoting
Oysta (mobile technology which helps
support independent living).

Coming up next…
The group will be monitoring contractors’
performance.

nnelly, John Fox, Kathleen Curry, Arthur Radford, Patrick Mayne, Margaret Britton, Steven Rafferty, Michael
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Creating a lasting legacy

1

Here’s a small selection of some of the initiatives legacy funding has helped
• A projector and screen at Oxenford Court as customers were keen to start a film club.
• Wyre Mews fitted a hearing loop to help those living with hearing impairments.
• Funding helped the ‘Archie Project’, bringing care homes and children together.
• We set up the ‘Artists in Residence’ project in four London care homes. The project set out to
challenge cutting-edge arts companies to bring their work to a care home audience.
• To help get Dementia Awareness Week off to a great start the fund has purchased two Twiddle
Aprons for every care home. These are sensory aprons which help combat some of the
symptoms of dementia, such as skin picking, and provide a therapeutic activity.
• Funding helped run cocktail parties in 18 care homes (image 1, above).
• We’ve also purchased six Tovertafel tables (image 2), which project interactive games onto a
table for residents to play. This innovative technology helps those living with dementia take part
in stimulating activities.
• Kimberley Court turned their ground floor into a high street of shops, complete with a train
station and carriage (image 3), as part of a reminiscence project.
• Funding helped Middlesbrough Grange care home transform a lounge into a bar (image 4).
• Funding from legacy and one of our contractors, Wallace Jones Ltd, was used to create a
community allotment at Greenacres care home, in partnership with Age Concern (image 5).
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Sometimes customers, families, friends and others who have seen the benefit of the services we provide
decide to donate money to Anchor or make provision to leave money in their will. These generous gifts go
into the legacy fund which is used to support community-orientated activities with the aim of improving the
quality of life of people living at Anchor locations.

Key themes of projects that received funding were
Health and wellbeing
“Currently three customers attend
legacy meetings and vote on the
applications made to the panel.

Reducing social isolation
Promoting digital inclusion
Eco-friendly projects

“Customer involvement is important as
the money comes from customers, and
the awards made are for the benefit
of customers, so it seems natural that
customers should have some say in the
distribution of the money available.”

2

Howard Fox

Leaseholder and legacy panel member

Examples of legacy-funded projects
3

4

5
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Everyone’s welcome
We work hard to ensure diversity, dignity and equality for all customers. The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Trans (LGBT+) advisory group, is a clear example of how diversity is embraced by the organisation. Set up
in October 2007, the aims of the group are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

 elp make Anchor a safe and welcoming environment for LGBT+ customers
H
Promote Anchor as a LGBT+ friendly organisation
Provide support and guidance to other customers and colleagues
Act as a sounding board on LGBT+ issues
Benchmark activities with other associations
Network with other organisations and share best practice

The group now has more than 40 active members and over the last 12 months they have worked closely
with our care home colleagues on the Care Home Challenge, an awareness project funded by Comic Relief.
In conjunction with Middlesex University, the project delivered an audit tool which can be used by care
providers nationally to assess the inclusion of older LGBT people in care home environments. During the
project, training sessions were delivered for care colleagues at six London care homes to enhance their
understanding of how to deliver inclusive care.
The project provided opportunities for care home colleagues to increase their awareness, knowledge and
skills in working with LGBT older people. It also enabled managers to demonstrate leadership and to get
support in shaping the culture of their own care home.
There was clear evidence of gains in awareness and changes in attitudes by care home managers and
colleagues during and after the project. Care homes displayed posters about the project, talked about it
with their teams and residents, and colleagues now wear rainbow ribbons to initiate a conversation about
LGBT older people.
Founder member and current Membership Secretary Rowena McCarthy said: “The project has been a great
success and I look forward to see how these themes can be rolled out throughout Anchor.”
The group meets three times a year and was restructured in the last 12 months to encourage more
ownership and participation in meetings.
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Making a difference locally

Residents’ Associations create an inclusive community spirit and give customers a chance to influence
the services they receive. Here two residents share their experiences.
Leslie Cohen and John Dady from Ingleborough in Enfield (pictured with Councillor Bernadette
Lappage), decided to start a Residents’ Association more than four years ago as a way to get people
together and enjoy each other’s company.
As well as holding quiz nights, coffee mornings and a thriving chair yoga group, they also produce a
monthly newsletter to keep everyone in the loop. The committee organise a popular annual spring
clean event to get rid of their unwanted items – part swap-shop, part charity giving and part taking the
residue to be dumped. The group manage a gardening club which has helped the estate’s continued
success in Enfield’s Garden in Bloom competition.
The association has raised considerable amounts for charity too. John said: “Since we began, we have
donated over £3,500 to Macmillan Nurses and have had Members of Parliament, mayors and
councillors support our causes.”
And how has the Residents’ Association changed Ingleborough? Leslie feels it is for others to judge.
He said: “There have and always will be changes but we are now better able to respond, interpret and
communicate these changes. We hope that our members do feel more involved in the management of
the estate and able to influence matters that affect their living at Ingleborough.
“We believe our Residents’ Association is the catalyst that has allowed and encouraged us to become
a community as well as being friends and neighbours.”
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Spreading happiness...
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Volunteers play an important part in ensuring many of our locations have strong links with their communities.
Volunteering offers benefits for Anchor, our customers and the individual volunteer. The volunteer offers
their time, life skills and experience, which provides an extra service to that already offered by our paid
colleagues. There are lots of opportunities for individuals to regularly volunteer their time at Anchor as well
as one-off projects for groups, companies and support service colleagues.
Individual volunteers make a difference by befriending our residents, spending time with them to chat and
share interests and hobbies such as books, crafts and films. Many of them also help with running activities
such as coffee mornings, cocktail parties or afternoon teas. Increasingly we’re linking our volunteers with
legacy-funded projects to maximise the impact at our locations.
We’ve built up great partnerships with lots of companies and community groups across England and
recently launched a scheme for our support service colleagues to volunteer at our locations to work with
customers and operational colleagues. The volunteers have helped us transform areas in the homes into
pubs, hair salons and shops, helped renovate gardens and run lovely activities to entertain residents.

“At Yorkshire Building Society we recognise that time can be just as valuable a gift as money to
charities and community groups. And we also recognise the wonderful benefit volunteering has on
our colleagues. Helping the elderly and vulnerable in our society is one of our key strategic priorities
and our partnership with Anchor allows us make a meaningful and lasting impact.
“Our colleagues, who have up to 31 hours’ volunteering time a year, enjoy being able to make a
worthwhile difference and in turn Anchor, and their residents, benefit from the wide range of skills and
talents our people have. It’s a wonderful partnership and one which we really do treasure.”

Louise Neill

Volunteering Manager at Yorkshire Building Society
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Going the extra mile
Our Happy Living Awards are designed to recognise customers who make a real difference in their local
schemes, estates, care homes and wider communities. We received almost 200 entries for the 2017
awards and were blown away by the amazing people living in our locations.

The Pip White Award (Green-fingered Customer)

Fred Russell, who lives at Bridgewood Lodge in Heywood, was nominated by fellow
tenants for his hard work in the communal gardens.
Mr Russell said: “It is an honour to be chosen. I love the garden and the freedom it gives
me. It has also encouraged the other customers to use it more.”
Scheme Manager Janet Murray, said: “Thank you to Fred, who has transformed our garden areas by
making new beds and planting them up with beautiful displays of flowers.”

Best Neighbour

Raymond Martin, who lives at Eagle Lodge in Wanstead, was nominated by
Daphne Johnson, for always putting his neighbours’ needs before his own.
Mr Martin said: “I’m speechless, to be honest. It’s lovely to be appreciated. I don’t
know what to say, it’s just a shock to have won this award. I help others because I want to do it and I
enjoy it. It’s absolutely lovely.”
Mrs Johnson added: “Raymond always goes the extra mile to help others. Thank you on everyone’s
behalf to Raymond. He is reliable, fun and respectful to be around. I am so pleased to hear he has
won. He truly deserves it.”

Community Champion

June Anderson, who lives at Shafto Court in Newcastle, was nominated by Lindsey Bell,
Scheme Manager, for always going the extra mile and helping her community.
Mrs Anderson said: “I am amazed at winning this award. I can’t really believe it. I’m sure
there would have been other people who deserved it far more than me. In saying that,
I’m also really happy for our scheme because it is a great place to live and if I can help to
improve that I will.”
Lindsey said: “June deserves to win, for last year alone she has managed to secure a lottery fund
to help towards activities within the community and bring others into Shafto Court. The most recent
event has been a ladies day at the races to raise money for the kidney unit at the Newcastle Freeman
Hospital. She is an asset to our community and she is passionate about what she does.”

Creative Champion

Peter Baker, who lives at Oakwood Park in East Sussex, was nominated by Penny
Blanchard, Estate Manager, for setting up an arts and crafts group at the estate.
Mr Baker said: “I am humbled by this award and want to thank all the other volunteers
who joined the art group at the estate. I’m glad we can do something together and it’s a great way to
make new friends.”
Penny said: “It is also a wonderful arts class where people can learn from Peter to make crafts and
socialise together at Oakwood Park. This is one of the best activities running at my estate; I am proud
to support this for the well-being of my customers.”
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Best Pet

Pippa, who lives at St Aidans House in North
Shields with her owners John and Joan
Hall, was nominated by Scheme Manager,
Helen Dickie, for being a loving and faithful
companion to the couple.
Mr Hall said: “I can’t believe that our dog Pippa won out of
all of those other pets. It’s fantastic.”
Mrs Hall added: “Without her in our lives I have no idea
where we would be. She brings us so much joy and is an
amazing little companion. We are thrilled.”
Helen said: “Pippa is a lovely golden Labrador, who loves
everybody she passes by. I’m so happy she brings so
much joy to everyone at St Aidans House.”

Grandparents of the Year

Dot and Tam Macdonald, who live at Castle Hall in Hull, were nominated by fellow residents for
always putting their grandchildren first.
Mr and Mrs Macdonald are thrilled to win and Mr Macdonald said: “It’s lovely to know someone has
noticed what we do. We didn’t think what we were doing was out of the ordinary. We
just wanted our grandchildren and children to feel supported and loved.”
Joanne Davie, Castle Hall Scheme Manager, who nominated the couple said: “They
are originally from Scotland and first came to Hull five years ago when their daughter
decided to have a baby. Since then they have become Chairman and Secretary of the
Castle Hall Social Committee and regularly organise party nights, weekly bingo, weekly
coffee mornings, kids’ Christmas parties, summer fêtes, auctions, karaoke nights, talent nights and
weekly breakfast clubs, as well as doing the school run and caring for six-year old Stephen. They
have him to sleepover several nights a week whilst his parents are at work, nothing is too much
trouble for them.”

“The privilege of being a Happy Living Award judge gave me a wonderful insight into how many
residents in schemes up and down the country, participated, their reasons for their participation and
the diversity of their entries, irrespective of their age, and health problems they encounter.
“As a judge it was gratifying to be involved in a small part of their world, to see how many people
loved Anchor as much as I do, but took it that one step further to help their community, not just to
improve their own quality of life, but to improve it also for their fellow neighbours by the things they
did. A truly community spirit of caring and wellbeing. Remarkable!
“Judging was difficult - everyone, in their own way, was a winner.
Choices were made and I hope that the small part I played in judging
that day gave some happiness to the chosen winners, gives them a
sense of purpose and wellbeing to continue to be an active part of their
community, to be there for one another and to encourage others to do
the same.”

Sue Eddleston

Rental customer and Happy Living Awards judge

anchor

HAPPY LIVING
Awards 2017
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About Anchor
Anchor is England’s largest not-for-profit provider of care and housing for the over 55s.
Working with more than 34,000 older people each week, our aim is very simple – to
help people get the best out of life.
With a reputation built on 50 years’ experience, we’re passionate about offering older
people a vast choice of great places and ways to live.
If you would like further information on Anchor’s range of services our Customer Centre
is on hand to answer your questions.
This report is available in alternative formats including audio, large print, Braille and
different languages. Please contact us on the number below.

0800 731 2020
www.anchor.org.uk
Happy living for the years ahead
Anchor Trust Registered Charity No. 1052183
Company No. 3147851 Housing Association No. LH4095

